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/##0$:
:
The Way - cannot be told.
The Name - cannot be named.
The nameless is the Way of Heaven and Earth.
The named is Matrix of the Myriad Creatures.
Eliminate desire to find the Way.
Embrace desire to know the Creature.
The two are identical,
But differ in name as they arise.
Identical they are called mysterious,
Mystery on mystery,
The gate of many secrets.

::
The world knows beauty as beauty,
So there is then ugliness.
The world knows good as good,
So there is then the bad.
!"#$"#%&'#$"(&)*#+,-%*-#-%+.#)*.-,/
0.-#.%,'#%&'#-%"1#'-2$&-#-%+.#)*.-,/
0.-#3)&4#%&'#".),*#'-3$5$*#-%+.#)*.-,/
0.-#.$4.#%&'#3)6#'-7-&'#)&#-%+.#)*.-,/
8)$+-#%&'#59"$+#.%,5)&$"-#6$*.#-%+.#)*.-,/
:%"*#%&'#&-;*#2)33)6#-%+.#)*.-,<
So the wise adhere to action through non-action,
And communicate the teaching without words.
=,)5#*.-#>%1#+)5-#*.-#51,$%'#+,-%*9,-"
?-*#$*#$57)"-"#&)#%9*.),$*1<
@*#4$A-"#*.-5#3$2-#6$*.)9*#7)""-""$)&<
@*#B-&-2$*"#*.-5#B9*#%"C"#&)#*.%&C"<
@*#')-"#$*"#6),C#B9*#+3%$5"#&)#5-,$*<
D-+%9"-#$*#+3%$5"#&)#5-,$*
E-,$*#$"#&-A-,#3%+C$&4#$&#$*<

:::
Don’t give honours to the worthy,
Protect people from ambition.
Don’t value scarce things,
Protect the people from envy.
Don’t show what’s desired,
Keep people from temptation.
So, in governing, the wise
Empty the mind
But fill the stomach,
Weaken ambition
But strengthen the bones,
Keep things free of
Desire and learning,
So the clever take no action.
Act without taking action
And things will be in order.

:7
The Way is full: use won’t empty it.
Deep is the matrix of the myriad creatures.
Blunt the sharp:
Loosen the knots:
Dim the glare:
Follow old tracks.
Shadowy, it seems hardly there.
I don’t know whose child it is.
It seems like the ancestral form.

7
Heaven and earth are ruthless,
Trampling the myriad creatures like straw dogs.
The wise are ruthless,
Considering the people as straw dogs.
The space between earth and heaven,
Isn’t it like a bellows?
@*F"#-57*1#B9*#&-A-,#-;.%9"*-'<
0.-#5),-#$*#6),C"#*.-#5),-#23)6"#)9*<
E9+.#"7--+.#3-%'"#$&#*.-#-&'#*)#"$3-&+-<
D-**-,#*)#.)3'#2%"*#*)#*.-#8)$'<

7:
The spirit of the valley never dies.
It is called the mysterious female.
The gate of the mysterious female
Is called the root of heaven and earth.
Barely seen, it hardly seems there,
Yet use will never exhaust it.

7::
Heaven and Earth endure,
By not endowing themselves with life.
Then they can be long-lived.
G)#*.-#6$"-#73%+-#G-32#3%"*/
!&'#$*#+)5-"#2$,"*/
H%33#$*#)*.-,#*.%&#*.-5"-3A-"/
!&'#$*#7-,"$"*"<
By not thinking of Self
The personal goal is achieved.

7:::
The highest virtue is like water.
Since water helps the myriad creatures,
And settles, without contention,
Where no one wishes to live,
It is near to the Way.
@&#%#.)9"-#7)"$*$)&#5%**-,"<
@&#5-&*%3#I9%3$*1#'-7*.#5%**-,"<
@&#2,$-&'"#C$&'&-""#5%**-,"<
@&#"7-%C$&4#.)&-"*1#5%**-,"<
@&#4)A-,&5-&*#),'-,#5%**-,"<
@&#*,%&"%+*$)&"#%B$3$*1#5%**-,"<
@&#%+*$)&"#7,)57*&-""#5%**-,"<
By not contending it never errs.

:;
Rather than filling it overfull
Better to stop in time.
Sharpen it to a point
The edge won’t last forever.
Gold and jade may fill the house
But no one can retain them.
Boasting of wealth and virtue,
Brings trouble on oneself.
Reticence when the job is done,
Is the Way of heaven.

;
Carrying your spiritual body on your head
Can you embrace the One and not let go?
Concentrating the breath
Can you become supple as a child?
Can you polish the mysterious mirror
And leave no mark?
Can you love the people and rule the state
Without indulging in action?
When the gates of heaven open and close,
Can you keep to the female role?
When your mind penetrates the four directions
Are you able to know nothing?
@*#4$A-"#*.-5#3$2-#%&'#&9,*9,-"<
@*#4$A-"#*.-5#3$2-#6$*.)9*#7)""-""$)&<
@*#B-&-2$*"#*.-5#B9*#%"C"#&)#*.%&C"<
@*#.)3'"#B9*#$57)"-"#&)#%9*.),$*1<
Such is the mysterious virtue.

;:
0.$,*1#"7)C-"
J)9&'#)&-#.9B<
Employ the nothing inside
And you can use a cart.
Knead the clay to make a pot.
Employ the nothing inside
And you can use a pot.
Cut out doors and windows.
Employ the nothing inside
And you can use a room.
What is achieved is something,
By employing nothing it can be used.

;::
The five colours blind us.
The five notes deafen us.
The five tastes deaden us.
Pursuing and catching
Disturb the mind.
Wanting scarce things
Delays our progress.
So the wise are:
=),#*.-#"*)5%+.
!&'#&)*#*.-#-1-<
Taking the one, they leave the other.

;:::
=%A)9,#%&'#3)""#)2#$*#B)*.#'$"*9,B#9"<
J%&C#%&'#B)'1#%,-#B)*.#%#7,)B3-5<
What’s meant by ‘favour and loss of it both disturb us’?
Favour disturbs the subject when it’s given
As much as it does when it’s taken away.
That’s what’s meant by ‘favour and loss of it both disturb
us’.
What’s meant by ‘rank and body are both a problem’?
I’ve problems because I have a body.
When I’ve no body where’s my problem?
Who values the body even more than the empire,
Can be trusted with the empire.
Who loves the body even more than the empire,
Can be a custodian of the empire.

;:7
What cannot be seen is called indistinguishable.
What cannot be heard is called indistinct.
What cannot be touched is called indefinite.
The three can’t be comprehended
So they’re confused and considered one.
Its surface is not bright.
Its depths are not obscured.
Dimly seen it can’t be named
So returns to the insubstantial.
This is the shapeless shape,
The form without substance.
This is called blurred and shadowy.
Approach it you can’t see its face.
Follow it you can’t see its back.
Hold fast to the ancient Way
In order to control the present.
Knowing the source of the ancient,
Is the thread that runs through the Way.

;7
He who knew the way of old
Was delicately subtle, mysteriously knowing,
Too deep to be understood.
Because he could not be understood
He can only be vaguely described:
Tentative, as if crossing a rushing river,
Alert, as if afraid of his neighbours,
Stiff, like a guest,
Fluid, like thawing ice,
Dense, like the un-carved block,
Empty, like the valley,
Turbid, like muddy water.
Who can be turbid, yet gradually clear?
Who can be still, yet gradually stir into life?
One who holds fast to the Way
Does not desire completeness.
Because they do not desire completeness
They can be worn, and not renewed.

;7:
I try my best to achieve emptiness.
I hold firmly to stillness.
The myriad creatures rise together
And I watch them return.
The myriad things flourish
And each returns to its root.
Returning to the root is silence.
Silence is returning to being.
Returning to being is knowing the constant.
Knowing the constant is enlightenment.
Acting without knowing
The constant is harmful.
Acting while knowing
The constant is balance.
Balance leads to nobility,
Nobility to what is above,
What is above to the Way,
The Way to the eternal.
To the end of life
There is no danger.

;7::
The greatest ruler is one they know from of old.
0.-#&-;*#$"#)&-#*.-1#3)A-#%&'#7,%$"-<
0.-#&-;*#$"#)&-#*.-1#2-%,<
0.-#&-;*#$"#)&-#*.-1#'-"7$"-<
Where there is lack of faith,
There is a lack of respect.
K573)1#,-*$+-&+-/#%&'#+%,-#6$*.#6),'"<
>.-&#*.-#6),C#$"#')&-#%&'#*.-#*%"C#+)573-*0.-#7-)73-#6$33#"%1L#M@*#N9"*#.%77-&-'<F

;7:::
When the great Way is lost
There is ‘benevolence and rectitude’.
When cleverness appears
There is ‘great ritual’.
When the family is not harmonious,
There is ‘filial piety’.
When the state is in chaos
There are ‘loyal’ ministers.

;:;
Eliminate the ‘sage’: forget ‘wisdom’
People will be a hundred times better off.
Eliminate ‘benevolence’: forget ‘rectitude’,
And people will have filial piety.
Eliminate cleverness: forget profit,
And there’ll be less thieves and rogues.
Superficial things are insufficient,
What is needed is all-embracing.
Exhibit the unadorned.
Hold fast to the un-carved block.
Avoid the thought of Self.
Eliminate desire.

;;
Eliminate learning: and there’s no worry.
Between ‘yes’ and ‘no’, what’s the difference?
What separates ‘good’ and ‘bad’?
But one must respect what others respect.
The people are happy
As if at a marvellous feast,
Or going on a spring outing,
Only I am unmoved and silent,
Abandoned to disorder without limit.
Like a baby that’s not yet smiled,
Aimless, like one of the homeless.
The people have all they want,
It’s only me that’s in need,
My mind’s ignorant – so dull!
Yet the crowd are clear-minded,
It’s only me that’s muddled.
Yet the crowd are all-knowing,
Only from me it’s hidden.
Levelled flat like the ocean,
Like an endless wind blowing.
Everyone has a purpose.
It’s only me that’s raw and foolish.
I’m different from the others.
I like being fed by the Mother!

;;:
Great virtue follows the Way
And the Way alone.
How shadowy, how indistinct!
Within it is the form.
How shadowy, how indistinct!
Within it is the ‘thing’.
How dim, how dark!
Within it is the substance.
The substance is perfectly real,
Within, it can be tested.
From present to ancient times
Its name was never lost.
So we can investigate the origins of all.
How do I know the origins of all are that?
By means of this.

;;::
D)6-'#')6&#%&'#")#7,-"-,A-'<
D-&*#%&'#*.-&#"*,%$4.*-&-'<
O)33)6-'#)9*#*.-&#2$33-'<
>),&#%6%1#*.-&#,-&-6-'<
=,)5#*.-#2-6#%+.$-A-5-&*
=,)5#*.-#5%&1#+)&29"$)&<
G)#*.-#6$"-#4,%"7#*.-#P&!&'#B-+)5-#%#7%**-,&#2),#%33<
Q)*#".)6&/#*.-,-2),-#%77%,-&*/
Q)*#%""-,*-'/#*.-,-2),-#C&)6&/
Q)*#B)%"*-'#)2/#*.-,-2),-#)2#6),*./
Q)*#+)&*-&*$)9"/#")#-&'9,$&4<
It’s because the wise do not contend,
That no one can contend with them.
When the ancients said:
‘Bowed down and so preserved’
That was no empty saying.
It allows one to be preserved
To the end.

;;:::
0)#"7-%C#$&2,-I9-&*31
@"#&%*9,%3<
So a strong wind won’t last all morning,
A downpour won’t last all day.
What causes these? Heaven and earth.
If even heaven and earth must rest,
How much more so human beings?
Therefore align yourself to the Way.
Aligned with the Way you are one with the Way.
Aligned with virtue you are one with virtue.
Aligned with the heavens you are one with the heavens.
The Way accepts this alignment gladly.
Virtue accepts this alignment gladly.
The heavens accept this alignment gladly.
When there is lack of faith
There is a lack of respect.

;;:7
On tiptoes you can’t stand.
Straddled you can’t walk.
G.)6&/#*.-,-2),-#&)*#%77%,-&*/
!""-,*-'/#*.-,-2),-#&)*#C&)6&/
D)%"*-'#)2/#*.-,-2),-#&)*#)2#6),*./
H)&*-&*$)9"/#")#&)*#-&'9,$&4<
The Way calls these
‘Excess food and useless waste’
As things dislike them,
Those of the Way do not employ them.

;;7
0.-,-#$"#")5-*.$&4#2),5-'#)2#+.%)"/
D),&#B-2),-#.-%A-&#%&'#-%,*.<
G$3-&*#%&'#A)$'/#$*#$"#&)*#,-&-6-'/
@*#4)-"#)&#2),-A-,#6$*.)9*#2%$3$&4
@*#+%&#B-#"--&#%"#*.-#>),3'(E)*.-,<
@#')&F*#C&)6#$*"#&%5-<
G)#@#.%A-#*)#+%33#$*#*.-#>%1<
@#.%A-#*)#3%B-3#$*#%"#M*.-#4,-%*F<
D-$&4#4,-%*#$573$-"#%#'$"*%&+$&4
R$"*%&+$&4#$573$-"#B-$&4#2%,()22/
D-$&4#2%,()22#$573$-"#,-*9,&$&4<
So the Way is great: heaven is great:
Earth is great: the ruler is great.
Within the realm four things are great,
And the ruler is one.
0.-#,93-,#,-23-+*"#*.-#-%,*.
K%,*.#,-23-+*"#*.-#.-%A-&"
0.-#.-%A-&"#,-23-+*#*.-#>%1
0.-#>%1#,-23-+*"#6.%*#$"<

;;7:
Heaviness is the root of lightness:
The still is ruler of the turbulent.
So the nobleman travels all day
Without losing sight of the heavy wagons.
When he’s secure behind walls and towers,
Then he’s at rest and without trouble.
How can a ruler of ten thousand chariots,
Treat the people lightly in his thoughts?
In lightness the root is lost:
In turbulence the ruler is lost.

;;7::
Expert travelling leaves no track:
Expert speaking is free of faults.
Expert counting uses no beads.
Expert closing stays shut without locks.
Expert tying is firm without knots.
So the wise are expert in utilising people
And discarding no one,
Expert in utilising things
And discarding nothing.
This is called the application of knowledge.
G)#*.-#6$"-#%,-#*-%+.-,"#*.-#$4&),%&*#3-%,&#2,)5/
!&'#*.-#$4&),%&*#%,-#5%*-,$%3#2),#*.-#6$"-<
Q)*#*)#A%39-#*.-#*-%+.-,/
Q)*#*)#3)A-#*.-#5%*-,$%3/
0.)94.#$*#"--5"#+3-A-,
J-A-%3"#+)&29"$)&<
This is called the essential secret.

;;7:::
Know the masculine
But keep to the feminine,
And be a valley to the realm.
If you are a valley to the realm
Then constant virtue won’t leave you,
And you will return to infancy.
Know the bright
But keep to the shadows,
And be a pattern for the realm.
If you are a pattern for the realm
Then constant virtue will not be lacking
And you will return to the unlimited.
Know the glorious
But keep to the humble
And be a valley to the realm.
If you are a valley to the realm
Then constant virtue will be complete
And you will return to the un-carved block.
The un-carved block is cut into ‘vessels’.
Wise men use them, as rulers of ‘vessels’.
0.-#4,-%*#+9**-,
R)-"#&)*#+9*#%6%1<

;;:;
Whoever takes hold of the realm
And wants to manipulate it
Will have no peace.
The realm is a sacred vessel
That should not be interfered with.
Whoever touches it will spoil it.
Whoever grasps it will lose it.
G)5-#3-%'#%&'#")5-#2)33)6/
G)5-#B,-%*.-#-%"$31/#")5-#B,-%*.-#.%,'/
G)5-#%,-#"*,)&4#%&'#")5-#%,-#6-%C/
G)5-#'-"*,)1L#")5-#%,-#'-"*,)1-'<
So the wise avoid excess,
Avoid the pompous, and the arrogant.

;;;
Ruling the people by means of the Way
Does not involve awing the realm with force.
0.%*F"#3$C-31#*)#+)5-#2933#+$,+3-<
>.-,-#*.-#4-&-,%3#+%57-'
0.-,-#*.-#B,%5B3-"#4,)6<
@&#*.-#6%C-#)2#%#4,-%*#%,51
D%'#.%,A-"*"#$&-A$*%B31#2)33)6<
The good man aims at ending war,
And doing so fears to intimidate.
Achieve the aim but don’t boast.
Achieve the aim without display.
Achieve the aim without arrogance.
Achieve the aim but don’t assert it.
Achieve the aim but don’t intimidate.
0.-#+,-%*9,-#*.%*#$4&),-"#6.%*#-;$"*"#2,)5#)2#)3'
@"#'-"+,$B-'#%"#4)$&4#%4%$&"*#*.-#>%1<
>.%*#4)-"#%4%$&"*#*.-#>%1
>$33#+)5-#*)#%#"6$2*#-&'<

;;;:
Since weapons are instruments of evil,
And people detest them,
A wise man can’t stand their use.
A gentleman, in his house,
Makes the left the place of honour.
In military matters
The right is the place of honour.
Since weapons are instruments of evil,
They are not the instruments of the gentleman.
When he is forced to use them
He does so without savouring it.
Victory is not glorious,
Those for whom it is glorious
Delight in killing human beings.
Those who delight in killing human beings
Will never control the realm.
The left takes precedence on joyous occasions.
The right takes precedence on sad occasions.
A lieutenant’s place is on the left.
A general’s place is on the right.
Mourning rites are observed.
When there are mounds of dead
One should weep with sorrow.
When one is victorious
Observe the mourning rites.

;;;::
0.-#>%1#.%"#&)#&%5-<
0.-#9&(+%,A-'#B3)+C#$"#"5%33
D9*#&)#)&-#'%,-"#*)#+3%$5#$*<
@2#*.-#,93-,"#+)93'#%++-7*#*.$"
0.-#51,$%'#+,-%*9,-"#6)93'#"9B5$*#)2#*.-5"-3A-"/
O-%A-&#%&'#-%,*.#6)93'#9&$*!&'#*.-#"6--*#'-6#6)93'#2%33<
0.-#7-)73-#+)93'#B-#'-%3*#6$*.
>$*.)9*#*.-#5%C$&4#)2#3%6"<
>.-&#$*#$"#+%,A-'#*.-,-#%,-#&%5-"<
>.-&#*.-,-#%,-#&%5-"#$*#$"#*$5-#*)#"*)7<
S&)6$&4#6.-&#*)#"*)7
S--7"#)&-#2,)5#'%&4-,<
The world’s relation to the Way
Is like rills and streams
To the River and Sea.

;;;:::
One who understands others is clever.
One who understands the ‘self’ is enlightened.
One who conquers others is forceful.
One who conquers the ‘self’ is strong.
One who can be content is rich.
One who can act with purpose has will.
One who doesn’t lose place endures.
One who dies without loss has lived a life.

;;;:7
0.-#>%1#$"#B,)%'#3$C-#%#,$A-,<#
O)6#+%&#$*#B-#'-23-+*-'#*)#3-2*#),#,$4.*T
0.-#51,$%'#+,-%*9,-"#'-7-&'#)&#$*#2),#3$2?-*#$*#$57)"-"#&)#%9*.),$*1<
@*#')-"#$*"#6),C#B9*#+3%$5"#&)#5-,$*<
@*#2--'"#%&'#+3)*.-"#*.-#7-)73>$*.)9*#+3%$5$&4#*)#,93-#*.-5<
Free of desires it can be called ‘small’.
Yet as the myriad creatures turn to it,
And it does not claim to rule them,
It can be called ‘great’.
Because it never regards itself as great
It is capable of being great.

;;;7
Hold on to the great Image
And people will travel along.
Travelling along without harm
They will exist in peace.
Music and food tempt
The passer-by to stop.
The Way passes into the mouth
Without any flavour.
Look and it cannot be seen.
Listen, it cannot be heard.
Yet it cannot be exhausted.

;;;7:
In order to shrink it
It has to be stretched.
In order to weaken it
It has to be strong.
In order to raze it
You have to build it.
In order to take from it
You have to give to it.
This is called subtle understanding.
The soft and gentle conquers
The hard and violent.
The fish should not abandon the depths.
The state’s rewards and punishments
Should not be open to everyone.

;;;7::
The Way is always inaction,
But nothing is left undone.
If the rulers could realise it
The people would be themselves transformed.
If, being transformed, they show desire
I restrain it by means of the un-carved block.
The nameless un-carved block
Is freedom from desire.
Without desire they are calm,
And the realm is of itself at peace.

/##0$::
;;;7:::
The highest virtue doesn’t practise virtue
That’s why it is virtuous.
The lowest virtue is always ‘virtuous’
That’s why it has no virtue.
The highest virtue is inaction
But nothing is left undone.
The lowest virtue is action
But things are always left undone.
Benevolence is acting
But without ulterior motives.
Rectitude is acting
But with ulterior motives.
Those steeped in the rites act,
And when no one responds,
They roll up their sleeves
And resort to threats.
So when the Way was lost
There was ‘virtue’.
When virtue was lost
There was benevolence.
When benevolence was lost
There was rectitude.
When rectitude was lost
There were the rites.
0.-#,$*-"#%,-#)&31#*.-#"-5B3%&+P2#3)1%3*1#%&'#"$&+-,$*1/
!&'#%#")9,+-#)2#'$"),'-,<

0.-#"--,#$"#%#23)6-,1#'-+),%*$)&
PB"+9,$&4#*.-#>%1/
!&'#%#")9,+-#)2#2))3$".&-""<
So the wise live in the substance
And not in the semblance.
In the fruit
And not in the flower.
They take the one, and leave the other.

;;;:;
Of old these possess Oneness:
O-%A-&#B-+%9"-#)2#*.-#P&-#$"#+3-%,<
K%,*.#B-+%9"-#)2#*.-#P&-#$"#2$,5<
U)6-,"#B-+%9"-#)2#*.-#P&-#.%A-#2),+-<
8%33-1"#B-+%9"-#)2#*.-#P&-#%,-#2$33-'<
U-)73-#B-+%9"-#)2#*.-#P&-#"9B"$"*<
J93-,"#B-+%9"-#)2#*.-#P&-#+%&#4)A-,&<
The One creates these effects.
@2#.-%A-&#6%"#&)*#+3-%,#$*#5$4.*#".%**-,<
@2#-%,*.#6%"#&)*#2$,5#$*#5$4.*#"9B"$'-<
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So the superior has the inferior as root.
The higher has the lower at its base.
So rulers call themselves ‘abandoned, humble, and
unfortunate’.
Is this not taking the inferior as root?
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Returning is how the Way progresses.
Weakness is how it performs its function.
The myriad creatures arise from Something,
And Something arises from Nothing.
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So the ancient text says:
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The Way creates one: one creates two:
Two creates three: three creates every being.
All beings carry the 1$& on their back
And embrace the 1%&4 in their arms,
Their gentleness achieves harmony.
Men hate the words ‘abandoned, humble, and unfortunate’
Yet rulers call themselves by these names.
So things are sometimes augmented
By being diminished,
And diminished by addition.
I teach what others also teach:
‘The violent won’t die a natural death.’
I adopt this as my basic principle.
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The softest thing in the world
Subdues the hardest thing in the world.
Non-being enters impenetrable space.
That is why I know the power of non-action.
Very few people in the world
Know how to teach without words
And profit from non-action.
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Which is dearer
Your fame or your self?
Which is more precious
Your self or possessions?
Which is worse
To gain or to lose?
So, great love
Leads to great sacrifice.
Great riches
Lead to great losses.
Know what is sufficient
And you won’t be humbled.
Know when to stop
And you’ll be free from danger.
Then you’ll last a long time.
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Great perfection seems flawed.
Yet use will not diminish it.
Great fullness seems empty
Yet use will not exhaust it.
Great straightness seems bent.
Great skill seems awkward.
Great eloquence seems stilted.
Movement overcomes cold.
Stillness overcomes heat.
Clear and calm,
One can be a ruler of the realm.
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When the Way reigns in the land,
Horses go back to ploughing the fields.
When the Way does not reign in the land,
War-horses breed on the frontiers.
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Whoever knows what is enough
Will be happy with his fate.
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You can know the universe
Without leaving your house.
You can see the ways of heaven
Without looking out of your window.
The further you go
The less you know.
That’s why the wise achieve without moving,
Name what is, without needing to see it,
Accomplish great things without action.
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In pursuing one’s studies
Something’s added each day.
In practising the Way
Something’s subtracted each day.
It grows less and less
Until one reaches non-action.
When one reaches non-action
Nothing is left undone.
It’s always through not interfering
That one can control the realm.
Whoever loves to interfere
Will never control the people.
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The wise have no fixed opinion.
They take the peoples’ opinion as their own.
Those who are good I treat as good.
Those who are bad I treat as good.
That’s the perfection of goodness.
Those who are honest I treat as honest.
Those who are dishonest I treat as honest.
That’s the perfection of honesty.
Among the people the wise reserve their opinion
And live in harmony with them.
The multitude satisfy their eyes and ears,
And the wise treat them as little children.
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Pursuing life and pursuing death
A third will be followers of life,
A third will be followers of death.
And a third chase life into the realms of death.
Why? Because they want to live to excess.
I’ve heard that those who control their life,
Never encounter tigers or rhinos on their travels,
Are never harmed by weapons when in a fight.
There’s nowhere for the rhino to plant its horn.
There’s nowhere for the tiger to set its claw.
There’s nowhere for the weapon to lodge its blade.
Why? Because they’ve abolished the realm of death.
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So the myriad creatures value the Way
And all honour virtue.
The Way is valued and virtue honoured
Not by force, but of its nature.
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Such is the mysterious virtue.
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All things have an origin.
The origin could be called the Mother.
When you know the Mother,
You can know the child.
When you know the child,
Return to clasp the Mother,
And you’ll find no danger
To the end of your life.
Block up the openings.
Shut the doors,
And you’ll not fail
To the end of your life.
Unblock the openings,
Add to your problems,
You’ll be beyond help
To the end of your life.
To see the subtle is called discernment.
To hold to the weak is called strength.
Use discernment but return to the light.
This is called pursuing the constant.
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If I had a little knowledge
I’d walk the great Way,
And only fear straying from it.
The great Way is broad,
But people like sidetracks.
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This is far away from the Way.
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Assess the self by considering yourself.
Assess the family by considering the family.
Assess the village by considering the village.
Assess the state by considering the state.
Assess the realm by considering the realm.
How do I know the realm is like that?
By means of this.
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One who possesses true virtue
Is like a new-born infant.
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This is because it has perfect vitality.
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This is because it’s in perfect harmony.
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This is called mysterious oneness.
You can’t possess it but can’t escape it.
You can’t benefit it or harm it.
You can’t honour it or debase it.
So it’s valued throughout the realm.
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Govern the state by being honest.
Wage war by being clever.
Achieve the realm by not meddling.
How do I know it is like that? By this:
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So the wise say:
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Who knows when to stop?
Where is the simple?
The simple becomes cunning,
The good becomes perverse.
The people have certainly
Been wrong for a long time!
So the wise are foursquare
But not sharp.
Have corners
But don’t cut.
Extend themselves
But spare others.
Shine out
But don’t glare.
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In governing the people and serving heaven
Moderation is best in a ruler.
By being moderate
One starts from the Way.
Starting from the Way
One gains a wealth of virtue.
Gaining a wealth of virtue
There is nothing that can’t be overcome.
When there’s nothing that can’t be overcome
There are no limitations.
When there are no limitations
The realm can be achieved.
When the mother of the realm is achieved,
One endures.
This is called ‘deep roots and a firm stem’
Through which one acquires long life.
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Ruling a large state is like boiling a delicate fish.
When the realm is governed by the Way
Malicious influences lose their power.
Or rather they retain their power
But cause the people no harm.
Neither they nor the wise
Cause the people harm.
Since neither harms the people
Their merit is one and the same.
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A large state should be the estuary of a river,
Where all the streams of the world come together.
In the coming together of the world
The female overcomes the male by weakness.
Being weak she takes the lower position.
So a large state taking the lower position
Allies itself with a small state.
A small state taking the lower position
Is allied with a large state.
One by taking the lower position allies itself,
The other by taking the lower position is allied.
All the large state wishes
Is to join with and nourish the other.
All the small state wishes
Is for its services to be accepted by the other.
In order to achieve what they wish
The great adopt the lower position.
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Even if a person is bad, should one reject them?
When the ruler is installed
And the three great ministers appointed,
Though jade disks
And four-horse teams are offered,
It’s better to grant the gift of the Way
Without stirring from one’s place.
Why was the Way valued of old?
Was it not said it brought achievement,
And mitigated the punishment of the guilty.
So it was prized by the realm.
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Do what involves no action.
Promote things without meddling.
Savour what has no flavour.
Make the small, great
And the few, many.
Counter harm with virtue.
Tackle the difficult while it’s still easy,
Address the great while it’s still small.
Difficult things have easy beginnings,
Great things have small beginnings.
Because the wise never try to be great,
That is how they achieve greatness.
Rash promises are rarely fulfilled.
Thinking things easy makes them difficult.
The wise treat things as if they were difficult.
And so are not overcome by difficulties.
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Whoever meddles with things ruins them.
Whoever grasps things loses them.
The wise by non-action ruin nothing.
By not grasping they lose nothing.
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Those of old who were skilled in the Way
Did not use it to enlighten people,
But rather to maintain simplicity.
When people are difficult to govern
It’s because they’ve become too clever.
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And only then are things in complete accord.
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The reason why River and Sea can be
The rulers of the hundred valleys
Is because they adopt the lower position.
So they can command the hundred valleys.
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So the wise command the people
But avoid being a burden.
They go in front of the people
But cause no obstruction.
Therefore the realm gladly upholds them,
And never resents doing so.
Because they do not contend
No one in the realm contends with them.
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The whole world calls my Way vast
And says it resembles nothing else.
It is precisely because it is vast
That it resembles nothing else.
If it resembled something else
How could it be anything but small?
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Courage without compassion,
Generosity without moderation,
Going in front instead of behind,
Is certain to end in destruction.
With compassion you will win in war
And be impregnable in peace.
Heaven will protect you
With the gift of compassion.
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The greatest warrior is not formidable.
The greatest fighter is never angry.
The best strategist never encounters the enemy.
The best employer of talent is humble.
This is known as the power of non-contention.
This is known as respecting others’ talents.
This is known as echoing the profundity of heaven.
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The strategists say:
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There’s nothing worse than treating war lightly.
Doing that will lose me all my treasure.
When two opponents encounter each other,
The one that is most regretful will win.
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My words are easy to understand
And easy to put into practice,
Yet no one can understand them
Or put them into practice.
Words must have an origin
And actions must have a guide.
People ignorant of this
Fail to understand me.
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So the wise though meanly dressed,
Hide priceless jade on their person.
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To know without thinking one knows is best.
Not to know but to think one knows is harmful.
It is by being aware of harm that one avoids it.
The wise person does not come to harm.
It is because the wise are aware of harm
That they avoid coming to harm.
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When people don’t respect what is powerful
Things have the power to overcome them.
Don’t press down on their lives,
Don’t constrict their livelihood.
It’s because you don’t oppress them,
That they won’t weary of the burden.
So the wise know themselves,
But don’t make a display of themselves,
Love themselves
But don’t over-value themselves.
Taking the one, they leave the other.
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Even the wise find these things difficult.
The way of heaven
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The net of heaven is vast.
The mesh is wide
But nothing slips through.
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If people don’t fear death
How will you frighten them with death?
If people always fear death
And I seize and execute
Anyone who does anything new,
Who will dare to move?
There is a public executioner who kills.
Killing on behalf of the public executioner,
Is called cutting wood on behalf of the carpenter.
In cutting wood on behalf of the carpenter,
There are few who escape hurting their hands.
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It’s because one sets no store by life,
That one is wiser than those who do.
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We are supple and weak when born,
And hard and stiff when dead.
Trees and grass are supple and tender shoots,
But dry and withered when dead.
The hard and stiff are companions of death.
The supple and weak are companions of life.
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The Way of heaven is like stringing a bow.
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It’s heaven’s Way
To take from excess
And give to the lacking.
People do otherwise.
They take from those who lack
And give to those with excess.
Who can take his excess
And give it to the realm?
One who knows the Way.
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They do not wish to display their virtue.

!;;7:::
Nothing in the world is weaker or gentler than water.
But nothing exceeds it at conquering the hard and strong.
That is because nothing displaces it.
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So the wise say:
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So the wise become creditors
But exact no payment from the people.
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Let states and their population be small in size.
Let the people, though they have weapons
For an army, not use them.
Let them take death seriously
And not wander to far-off places.
Though they have boats and wagons
Let them not find a use for them.
Though they have weapons and armour
Let them have no occasion to show them.
Return them to measuring with a knotted rope,
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True words are rarely elaborate.
Elaborate words are rarely truthful.
Good words are rarely eloquent.
Eloquent words are rarely good.
He who knows is rarely learned.
He who is learned rarely knows.
The wise do not hoard wisdom.
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Heaven’s Way helps and never harms.
The Way of the wise is generous
And free from all contention.
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